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Press Release on Open Championship 

• CHAMP Spikes Worn By the Open Champion. Title Holders of Golf’s Four Majors Trust in 
Company’s Traction Solutions 

• July 21st, 2015 

 

• CHAMP/MacNeill Engineering Worldwide – The World Leader in Sport Cleat Technology® and 
maker of innovative CHAMP spikes, high-performance grips, golf tees and accessories – 
announces the winner of the 144th Open relied on its renowned spikes to take home the Claret 
Jug at St. Andrews. 

 

• The 39-year-old American captured his twelfth PGA Tour victory and second major wearing the 
ProStinger® model, featuring a unique blend of metal and plastic traction technology. The #1 
Brand on Tour®, CHAMP spikes have been used by 38 of the past 51 major champions, including 
the reigning PGA, Masters and U.S. Open winners. 

 

• “When pros gear up for the majors, they know that being prepared for a multitude of weather and 
course conditions is vital to playing well,” says Harris MacNeill, President and CEO of 
CHAMP/MacNeill Engineering Worldwide. “From wind and rain to fescue and fairway, our spikes 
deliver on performance, comfort and traction when the player needs it most.” 

 

• Beyond its wide range of technically-advanced cleats, the company’s signature products include 
the Zarma FLYtee™ series and innovative C Grips line. Designed with a strong emphasis on 
technical innovation and game-improving performance, the C Grips collection consists of five 
models. It has gained a loyal following among players who recognize its superior feel, durability 
and performance characteristics. 

 

• For more information: www.champspikes.com, 1-800-OK-CHAMP. 
– http://youtu.be/zXbmaBSE9OQ  
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• MacNeill Engineering Company, Inc. 

• P.O. Box 735 / 140 Locke Drive 

Marlborough, MA 01752 USA 

• Tel: - 1 508.481.8830 

Toll Free: - 1 800.OK.CHAMP 

Fax: - 1 508.303.4923 

 

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
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Position Statements 

Heritage 

• Since 1931 CHAMP and MacNeill Engineering have been trusted to take product concepts and 
fully develop them and deliver them around the globe in a timely manner. One of our core 
capabilities is to team up with your development team to review which components and products 
are suited for your next application. We offer standard components with no tooling costs, modified 
standard components for minimal costs, or we can quote full custom components and tooling. We 
are open to your ideas and often codevelop products, with our OEM partners. Engineering is our 
heritage and we take pride in servicing your needs. Design, quality and performance are an 
unbeatable combination. 

Trust 

• CHAMP/MacNeill Engineering Worldwide is the world’s foremost and largest designer and 
manufacturer of innovative traction technology for athletic and industrial footwear. As a privately 
owned family corporation that manufactures and sells under our CHAMP brand of cleats and 
spikes as well as selling the majority of the most recognized shoe brands in the world. We provide 
development, support and service of components for virtually every sport and industrial traction 
application. Branded or private label, bulk components or packaged for retail CHAMP/MacNeill 
Engineering is ready to serve you. We are headquartered in Marlborough, Massachusetts USA 
with locations in England, Japan, Hong Kong and China. 

Experience 

• Since our founding in 1931, CHAMP/MacNeill Engineering has earned the reputation of being The 
World Leader in Sport Cleat Technology® through our consistent use of technical engineering 
ability and passionate commitment to our customers. Our Technical teams have decades of 
experience and are ready to meet with you to tailor make a traction program for any traction 
application. Design, research and development (R&D), manufacturing and logistics, are on a 
global basis accompanied by a team that will work directly with you to accomplish your goals 
wherever your needs are. Day in and day out, month by month and year by year we are focused 
on innovative traction technology for you. 

 

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
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• MacNeill Engineering Worldwide, owner of the CHAMP brand of athletic products, is the world’s foremost 
and largest designer and manufacturer of Traction Technology for athletic and industrial footwear. No 
company in the world has designed, engineered, or sold more athletic cleats. 

• For more than 80 years, the CHAMP brand has brought unparalleled engineering innovations to the 
world of sports. Best known for its popular cleats, which are designed and built for a variety of athletic 
shoes, CHAMP’s renowned offerings in the golf market have positioned it as the leading spike 
manufacturer in the industry. This is confirmed by the fact that the company’s products are preferred by 
more Tour professionals and amateurs worldwide than any competitor. 

• In recent years, CHAMP has greatly expanded its offerings and is quickly becoming a major force in 
equipment categories beyond golf spikes. Although best known for its award-winning plastic spikes, 
CHAMP/MacNeill Engineering’s range of tees, grips and golf accessories is also serving to showcase the 
company’s commitment to offering improved performance through intelligent design. 

• CHAMP continues to build on the success of its new golf grips. Five unique lines of grips feature a strong 
emphasis on technical innovation and game-improving performance, while incorporating attractive 
designs and colors. Among the offerings are four “full swing” models – the C2, C4, C6 and C8 lines. The 
numerical ascension helps retailers and consumers quickly identify and differentiate models, beginning 
with the entry level C2, through the premium C8. Outside of the full swing models, CHAMP also features 
the C1 putter grip line. Durable, soft to the touch and available in small, medium and large sizes, the C1 
fits traditional length putters, as well as belly and two-piece options for long putters. It offers great feel 
and performance in all weather conditions and is available in multiple colors. 

• The CHAMP FLYtee family continues to gain support around the globe. The FLYtee range is extremely 
popular in all market segments from consumers to green grass, resorts and retailers, packaged or bulk, 
printed or plain white or colors. The variety is truly amazing. 

• MacNeill is a privately owned company headquartered in Marlborough, Massachusetts, with locations in 
Europe, Japan, Thailand, Hong Kong and China. Since 1931, MacNeill has been providing customers 
with the highest quality manufacturing and product innovation available. 

• MacNeill is The World Leader in Sport Cleat Technology and CHAMP spikes are the choice of some of 
the biggest names in the footwear and sporting goods industries, a testament to our long history of 
exceptional service and quality. 

– http://champspikes.com/  

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
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History 

• Since our founding in 1931, CHAMP/MacNeill Engineering has 

earned the reputation of being The World Leader in Sport Cleat 

Technology® through our consistent use of technical engineering 

ability and passionate commitment to our customers. 

• Our Technical teams have decades of experience and are ready to 

meet with you to tailor make a traction program for any traction 

application. Design, research and development (R&D), 

manufacturing and logistics, are on a global basis accompanied by a 

team that will work directly with you to accomplish your goals where 

ever your needs are. Day in and day out month by month and year 

by year we are focused on innovative traction technology for you. 

 

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
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Harris MacNeill, CEO talks about Champ and its products 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdIeIWrPGhc&feature=player_embedded#t=0  

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
http://www.jackmwilson.net/index.html
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Marketing and Communications 

• Buffalo Communications to Manage Global Public Relations 
Program for CHAMP Golf Products  November 3rd, 2011 

 

• MacNeill Engineering Worldwide – The World Leader in Sport Cleat 
Technology® and maker of innovative CHAMP spikes, high-
performance golf tees and accessories – has selected Buffalo 
Communications (Buffalo) to turnkey a global golf public relations 
program and help shape its modern-day marketing action plan. 

• The #1 Brand on Tour®, CHAMP’s technologically-advanced cleats 
have provided superior traction and stability on the footwear of 27 of 
golf’s last 33 major tournament winners. Drawing from its unrivalled 80-
year heritage of industry-changing solutions, the company recently 
launched the Zarma® cleat. It features patented cushion technology 
and is designed to stay clean while providing maximum comfort and 
grip in all weather conditions. 

• “From day one, our commitment to develop and manufacture the best 
products has made CHAMP the preferred choice of golfers worldwide,” 
says Harris MacNeill, President and CEO of CHAMP/MacNeill 
Engineering Worldwide. “Relying on its experience, connections and 
resources, Buffalo Communications is ideally positioned to help 
accelerate our growth in trade and consumer markets internationally.” 

 

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
http://www.jackmwilson.net/index.html
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Booths at Trade Shows 

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
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Partners 

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
http://www.jackmwilson.net/index.html
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US Team and European Team 

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
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China Team 

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
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Press 
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Patents 

Copyright® 2015 MacNeill Engineering Worldwide. CHAMP and Q-LOK System are registered trademarks of 
MacNeill Engineering. All others are the property of their respective holders. 
 

 
U.S. Patents: 
SLIM-Lok System – Patents Pending (one allowed) 

Q-LOK System -US6,463,681 (RE40,460) 
US6,397,499 
US6,332,281 
US5,768,809 
US6,108,944 (Q-Lok Spikes) 
US6,151,805 (Q-Lok receptacles) 

CHAMP Zarma- US5,996,260 

CHAMP Zarma Tour US5,996,260 

CHAMP ScorpionStinger D509,050; US5,996,260 
SLIM-Lok System 

CHAMP LadyStinger D509,050; US5,996,260 
SLIM-Lok System 

CHAMP ScorpionSpikes 

CHAMP ProStinger D509,050 

D560,891_D462,405_D450,436_D450,435_D452,065_D450,434_D469,245_D450,433_D451,265_D450,432
_D453,875_D450,431 
D457,294_D470,733_D448,547_D454,248_D448,546_D452,064_D452,063_D452,062_6,463,681_6,397,499
_Z509,050_D468,895 
D473,699_D449,431_D439,396_D439,733_D432,770_D408,978_D393,787_D391,048_D343,558_6,332,281
_6,108,944_5,996,260 
6,151,805_5,768,809_5,027,532_4,723,366_D538,374_D545,933_8,615,904_8,707,585_8,601,725_8,225,5
36_8,316,562 
8,510,974_8,181,367_7,726,047_7,370,444_7,654,013 

 

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
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Trademarks 

Trade Names: MacNeill Engineering Company, Inc. holds one or more of 
the following trade marks and registered trade marks in the USA and other 
countries. Additional names and marks are pending. 
 

 
CHAMP®, The World Leader in Sport Cleat Technology®, Golf’s Global 
Leader®, Games Most Golfer Friendly Cleat®, Fresh Cleats Give You An 
Edge®, CHAMP® Q-LOK® System, Q-LOK®, Tri-LOK®, Lite-LOK™, Lite-
Wate™, Wafer-Lite™, ScorpionSpikes®, Arachnatraction™, CHAMP 
Scorpion Stinger™, LadyStinger™, Trac™, Streetcaps™, Tred-Lite™, 
ProStinger™, Comfort Cleat®, CHAMP® Edge™, ProShop®, Cermec®, 
Cermax®, CHAMP® Cleat Can™, CHAMP® Disk Pack™, Fast Wrench™, 
Quick Clean™, FlipFix™, Maxpro™, Proplus™, Spike Rake™, Prosoft™, 
Twinpro™, Turtle Tool™, Tee-it-Up™, Wave Wrench™, Tri-PAK™, 
DipMolded™ Divot Repair Tools and Online Ball Marker™, CHAMP 
Zarma®, CHAMP Zarma® FLYtee™, CHAMP Zarma® FLYtee PRO™, 
CHAMP Biowood Tee™, My Hite™, CHAMP Bolt™, ONE-Lok®, CHAMP 
Zarma® TOUR, CHAMP Helix®, CHAMP Catalyst®, CHAMP ProWood®, 
Pro-Lite®, C GRIPS®, Tour Proven™ and SLIM-Lok System®. 

 

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
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Family Business of the Year -2014 

• CHAMP/MacNeill Engineering Wins Prestigious Family Business of the 
Year Award 

• November 13th, 2014 

 

• CHAMP/MacNeill Engineering Worldwide – The World Leader in Sport Cleat 
Technology® and maker of innovative CHAMP spikes, high-performance golf 
grips, tees and accessories – was named business of the year by The Family 
Business Association (FBA) of Massachusetts at their annual awards banquet. 

• The FBA Awards identify the critical role that family owned and operated 
companies play in providing significant employment opportunities, revenue 
generation and economic development within their communities. 
CHAMP/MacNeill Engineering began eight decades ago to develop metal 
components for the New England shoe industry. Today, this Massachusetts 
institution supplies spikes and products to more than 300 companies around the 
world. 

• “We are a proud fourth generation business that is committed to producing 
game-changing equipment for sports and other specialty industries,” says Harris 
MacNeill, President and CEO of CHAMP/MacNeill Engineering Worldwide. “For 
more than 80 years, our family has worked tirelessly to ensure the CHAMP 
brand remains synonymous with quality, innovation and integrity.” 

 

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
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Questions 

• Who do you see as the customers for Champ’s spikes?  For their 

Tee’s? 

• Can you name a primary reason and secondary reasons for Champ 

establishing a large Asian presence? 

• What do you see as Champ’s competitive advantages in the 

market? 

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of the fact that Champ 

is a privately owned family business? 

http://www.jackmwilson.net/Entrepreneurship/index.html
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